MOBILE FILTRATION UNIT

LIGHTWEIGHT AND COMPACT MOBILE FILTRATION UNIT

UFM 015
UFM 015
MOBILE FILTRATION UNIT

A compact, fast-acting and easy to use solution for filtering oil in small and medium-sized hydraulic systems.

It is highly recommended in any cleaning cycle and oil transfer activity. In particular every transfer process carries a high risk of introducing solid contaminants and it is important that every transfer takes place in a controlled manner.

KEY FEATURES

- High portability
- Weighing in at just 14.8 kg, the UFM 015 is among the lightest on the market
- Suitable for restricted-access areas thanks to its compact size, manoeuvrability and ease of use
- High flow rates of up to 15 l/min
- Long service life thanks to Elixir RFX160 filter

PRODUCT DESIGNED FOR:

- Mobile and Industrial OEMs
- End-users
- Service and maintenance companies

APPLICATIONS

**MOBILE EQUIPMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agriculture &amp; Forestry</th>
<th>Construction</th>
<th>Materials handling</th>
<th>Waste disposal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**INDUSTRIAL**

| Marine & Offshore | Power Generation (including renewable energy) |
MP Filtri specialises in particle counters and hydraulic filtration by providing a complete range of high-tech engineering solutions, both fixed and portable, for measuring fluid contamination. Mobile filtration units provide the perfect solution for the maintenance of lubrication oil and hydraulic fluids in off-line filtration applications. With a versatile and compact design, they are used to pre-filter, transfer or condition hydraulic fluids from existing circuits to new ones or to clean existing ones during oil changes, filling and flushing; and removing any residues of water. Available for different flow rates, they can be equipped with MP Filtri’s ICM in-line contamination monitor.

UFM RANGE

- Enables operators to change just the filter element - with the task completed in minutes without oil waste
- Easy to seal, preventing leaks
- Lowers the environmental and economic impact of filter element disposal
- Simple replacement process requiring only a basic spanner available from any hardware shop

The CE certification allows you to work safely guaranteeing reliability also thanks to the use of quality components all MADE IN ITALY.

A STEP FORWARD IN FILTER DESIGN
MP Filtri’s new elixir filter concept delivers a host of design enhancements including: improved reliability, durability, and environmental sustainability - guaranteeing higher flow rates, and a weight reduction of around 10% compared to traditional spin-on filters.

UFM 015 COMES COMPLETE WITH NEWLY DEVELOPED FILTER ELIXIR® RFEX 160 FILTER

BENEFITS
- Preserves tank cleanliness during oil transfer
- Extends the life of machine components
- Maximises availability by reducing downtime
- Keeps the lubricant clean in small and medium-sized tanks
- Valuable accessory for tank care or as an off-line cleaning system in situations of high contamination